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1. Insurance in Force 

1) Individual insurance and annuities 

Insurance in force for Japan's 12 leading life insurers' individual insurance and 
annuities business in the first half of fiscal 2000 (i.e., the six months to September 
2000) declined by 2.9% year on year to ¥1,232.6 trillion (Table 1). Although this was 
the fourth year in succession in which insurance in force has declined, the decline was 
less than the average of -4% recorded in the first half of fiscal 1999. Another positive 
development was the fact that policy cancellations and lapses were 5.3% lower. With 
the number of high-cost products (such as single-premium endowment  policies) 
reaching maturity having peaked in fiscal 1999, cancellations of individual insurance 
policies should have leveled off in fiscal 2000. 

Table 1  Individual Life and Annuity Insurance 

Notes: 1  Cancellation rate = (Cancellations and lapses of individual life and annuity 
insurance)/(Individual life and annuity insurance in force at start of year). 

 2  "y/y" is the year-on-year change since the first half of fiscal 1999. 
Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 
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Meiji Life (with a 63.9% increase) and six of the other companies (including Asahi 
Life and Taiyo Life) saw an increase in new sales of individual insurance and 
annuities, indicating that innovatory products such as Meiji Life's "Life Account", 
which enables policyholders to modify how premiums are allocated between 
death/healthcare insurance and investments every year, and a product of Daiichi Life's 
which exempts policyholders from having to pay any more premiums if they fall 
victim to one of the three "dread diseases" have succeeded in stimulating demand 
from individuals. 

2) Group insurance and annuities 

Insurance in force for the 12 companies' group insurance business in the first half 
of fiscal 2000 increased by 1.3% year on year to ¥369.75 trillion, while insurance in 
force for their group annuities business declined by 0.5% to ¥44.11 trillion (Table 2). 
Although four of the largest life insurers (excluding Nippon Life, Daiichi Life and  

Table 2  Group Life and Annuity Insurance 

Notes: 1  The "affiliates" concerned are as follows: Nippon Life: Nissay Asset Management; 
Dai-ichi Mutual: IBJ-Dai-ichi Mutual Asset Management; Sumitomo Life: Sumitomo 
Life Investment; Meiji Mutual: Meiji-Dresdner Asset Management; Asahi Mutual: 
Asahi Life Asset Management; Yasuda Mutual: Yasuda Capital Management; 
Mitsui Mutual: Mitsui Life Global Asset Management; Taiyo Mutual and Daido Life: 
T&D Taiyo Daido Asset Management; Fukoku Asset Management 

 2  "y/y" is the year-on-year change since the first half of fiscal 1999; "h/h" is the half-
on-half change since the second half of fiscal 1999. 

Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 
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Yasuda Life) saw insurance in force for their group business decline by about ¥1 
trillion, the fact that this was less than the ¥2 trillion decline the 12 companies 
suffered in total in the first half of fiscal 1999 indicates that the rate at which groups 
are transferring their annuities from parent companies to their subsidiaries is easing. 
There was also a significant increase in the amount of group annuity business being 
transferred from parent companies to affiliated investment advisory companies. 

2. Profit and Loss Analysis 

1) Net insurance income 

Although new insurance sales appear to be recovering, many life insurers saw their 
income from insurance and reinsurance premiums decline year on year. However, 
most of the companies also saw their insurance claims and other payments decline 
year on year. Total income from insurance and reinsurance premiums rose by 0.1% to 
¥11.37 trillion, while insurance claims and other payments declined by 18.3% to 
¥10.27 trillion, and the ratio of insurance claims and other payments to income from 
insurance and reinsurance premiums at many of the companies was less than 100% 
(Table 3). 

Table 3  Net Insurance Income 

Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 
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2) Net Investment Income 

(1) Investment income 

Total income from investment increased by 10.6% to ¥4.22 trillion (Table 4). 
Income from interest and dividends declined by 10.1% to ¥2.04 trillion as interest 
rates in Japan remained at record lows and redemptions of high-yielding bonds 
increased. Disposals of high-quality assets in order to write off non-performing loans 
and non-realized losses on securities also appear to have been a factor. 

Table 4  Net Investment Income 

Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 

Gains from disposals of securities declined 16.4% to ¥969.7 billion. The stock 
market, which had been so strong in the second half of fiscal 1999, has been weak 
since the summer of 2000. As a result, life insurers have found it difficult to use gains 
from disposals of securities to write off non-performing assets, and many resorted to 
this less than in the first half of fiscal 1999. 

Valuation gains on the separate accounts of the 12 life insurers increased by ¥870 
billion to ¥1.03 trillion. This was largely a result of the fact that, with the adoption of 
market value accounting in fiscal 2000, all the securities in insurers' separate accounts 
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were classified as "trading securities"1 and valued at market. In fiscal 1999, when the 
accounting standard adopted for securities in separate accounts was that only those 
Japanese and non-Japanese equities held for individual variable insurance should be 
valued at market while valuation losses on all equities should be accounted for at the 
lower of cost or market, total valuation gains on the separate accounts of all 12 
companies for the first half only amounted to ¥160.7 billion (or 4.2% of investment 
income). In the first half of fiscal 2000, however, they accounted for 24.4% of net 
income—enough to boost investment income as a whole. Without this change in 
accounting standards, investment income for the first half of fiscal 2000 would have 
been about 10% less than for the same period of the previous year. 

(2) Investment expenses 

Investment expenses for the 12 companies increased by 20.9% to ¥2.10 trillion. 
Although losses on the disposal of securities declined by ¥250.0 billion to ¥700.8 
billion, Sumitomo Life and Nichidan Life saw their losses on the disposal of securities 
increase by ¥40-50 billion because of the heavy weighting of the euro, which 
continued to depreciate during this period, in their foreign-currency assets. 

Total net investment income rose by 2% to ¥2.12 trillion. 

3) Operating income 

Total operating income declined by ¥123.8 billion (or 12.2%) to ¥892.3 billion, 
with nine out of the 12 companies (the exceptions being Daiichi Life, Mitsui Life and 
Daido Life) seeing a decline (Table 5). 

Total revenues declined by 7.4% to ¥16.60 trillion. Although income from 
insurance and reinsurance premiums and investment income both increased, sharp 
declines in reversals of provisions for policy reserves (as a result of fewer 
cancellations) and other revenues meant that revenues declined. 

Total expenditures declined by 7.2% to ¥15.71 trillion. Although insurance claims 
and other payments were sharply lower than in the first half of fiscal 1999 and  

1    Following the adoption of market value accounting, Japanese life insurers now classify 
their securities holdings according to the following main categories: (1) "trading securities" 
(valued at market at the end of the fiscal year, with valuation gains and losses entered in 
the profit and loss account); (2) "securities to be held until maturity" (valued at cost, which 
is entered in the balance sheet); (3) "other securities" (securities that cannot be classified 
as either (1) or (2) and are entered under "Capital" in the balance sheet); and (4) shares 
in subsidiaries and affiliates. 
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Table 5  Operating Income 

Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned.
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measures to reduce operating expenses had a visible effect, higher investment 
expenses and a sharp increase (of 169.9% to ¥1.15 trillion) in provisions for policy 
reserves led to higher expenditures. 

Although the decline in reversals of provisions for policy reserves (as a result of 
fewer cancellations) and a corresponding increase in provisions contributed to the 
decline in revenues and the increase in expenditures, this is to be welcomed inasmuch 
as it also contributes to putting the companies' finances on a sounder basis. 

3. Assets 

1) Slight increase in total assets 

Total assets grew by ¥1,900.4 billion (or 1.1%) to ¥169.10 trillion, with 10 out of 
the 12 companies seeing an increase. However, in order to assess the real change in

Table 6  Changes in Assets

Notes: 1 h/h (2) was obtained by deducting changes in cash margin deposits for repo trades, 
acceptances and guarantees, subordinated debt and undepreciated fund, write-
downs of non-performing assets, and the effect of tax-effective accounting from h/h 
(1) (i.e., changes in total assets). 

 2 Undepreciated fund was obtained by deducting fund contributions for the first half 
of fiscal 2000 from the fund's assets for fiscal 1999 as recorded in the balance 
sheet. 

 3  Positive numbers for factors contributing to changes in assets have a negative 
effect on the figure for assets (and vice versa). 
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the value of the assets, they have to be adjusted for a number of items, including repo 
cash deposits, deferred tax assets produced by tax-effective accounting, write-downs 
of non-performing assets, and valuation gains on "other securities" produced by 
market value accounting (see below) (Table 6). Adjusting for these items reduces the 
increase in the total assets of the 12 companies to ¥1.81 trillion—some ¥80 billion 
less than the increase indicated by their balance sheets. 

The figure for valuation gains from market value accounting was obtained by 
adjusting the figures for (1) valuation gains on other securities (under "Capital") 
produced

2) Composition of assets 

The assets on the general accounts of the 12 companies for the first half of fiscal 
2000 increased by about ¥1 trillion to ¥155.78 trillion from the end of fiscal 1999 
(Table 7). The main reasons for the decline in lending were lower rates of return as a 
result of low interest rates and weaker demand for funds as a result of weak economic 
growth and greater use of direct financing. 

Bond holdings increased by ¥617.1 billion from the end of fiscal 1999—an 
increase of only 0.2% in terms of their share of general account assets. It had been 
expected that life insurers would increase their holdings of Japanese government 
bonds because of their low risk, but, in fact, they reduced them by ¥1.27 trillion. The 
uncertain outlook for interest rates and the downgrading of Japanese government debt 
mean that Japanese government bonds can no longer necessarily be considered low-
risk assets. 

Table 7  General Account Portfolios 
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Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 
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Equity holdings increased by ¥621.8 billion, while foreign securities increased by 
¥100.5 billion. However, this was probably a one-off phenomenon. With average 
assumed interest rates still at 3.5%-4.0%, life insurers had no alternative but to adopt 
a cautious attitude to equity investment. Moreover, with many investors still worried 
that the yen might continue to appreciate and the euro to depreciate, many life insurers 
clearly felt that foreign bonds were a risky investment. 

4. Non-Performing Loans and Non-Realized Gains/Losses on 
Assets

1) Non-realized gains/losses on securities and land 

At the end of September 2000, the Nikkei Average stood at ¥15,747—¥4,590 lower 
than at the end of fiscal 1999. Reflecting this poor performance by the stock market, 
nearly all 12 companies saw the unrealized gains on their securities portfolios decline 
(Table 8). 

The level on the Nikkei Average at which the unrealized gains on their Japanese 
equity portfolios would disappear declined from the end of fiscal 1999 for eight out of 
the 12 companies. This probably reflected factors such as the fact that all of the 
companies had stepped up their liquidation of cross-shareholdings while increasing 
their holdings of stocks offering better returns and the fact that most of the companies 
found it difficult to take profits on equity holdings when the stock market was so 
weak.

Six out of the 12 companies had unrealized losses on their land portfolios. Since 
fiscal 1999, all of the companies have made efforts to dispose of property in order to 
reduce their exposure to property investment risk, and they are no longer liable to 
suffer sharp increases in unrealized losses if property prices continue to fall. 

2) Non-performing assets 

Risk management assets (i.e., non-performing assets) declined by ¥180.7 billion to 
¥1.04 trillion (Table 9). All of the companies have been dealing with their non-
performing assets by making provisions against estimated uncollectibles and writing 
this amount down against their performing assets. 
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Table 8  Unrealized Gains and Losses on Securities and Land 

Notes: 1 NLA = National Land Agency. 
 2 The inheritance tax assessment price is roughly 80% of the National Land Agency 

price. 
Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 
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Table 9  Non-Performing Assets 

Note:   Provision ratio = (provisions for doubtful accounts + provisions for specific 
borrowers under support) / (bankrupt and quasi-bankrupt claims + doubtful claims 
+ substandard claims) × 100. 

Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 

5. Indicators of Financial Soundness 

The solvency margin ratio (solvency margin/risk amount × ½ ) of all 12 companies 
was above 200%, which is the level at which the authorities would require prompt 
corrective action, but four of the companies saw their solvency margin ratio decline 
by 100% or more from its level at the end of fiscal 1999 (Table 10). Not many of the 
companies raised funds during the first half of fiscal 2000 (by taking out subordinated 
loans or issuing subordinated debt) to boost their solvency margin ratio, while 
declining share prices led to a decline in the unrealized gains on their equity portfolios 
(one of the capital items constituting the solvency margin), thereby depressing the 
ratio.

The first half of fiscal 2000 was also the first time Japanese life insurers have 
published figures for their real net assets—an indicator of their financial strength.
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Table 10  Composition of Solvency Margin 

Real net assets = real net assets (A) - real net liabilities (B) 
= (total balance sheet assets + unrealized gains & losses on securities + unrealized gains & 

losses on real estate and movables + unrealized gains & losses on money held in trust) - real 
net liabilities.

Notes:1 The figure for unrealized gains & losses on equities consists of 90% of the figure 
for unrealized gains and 100% of the figure for unrealized losses. The figure for 
unrealized gains & losses on land consists of 85% of the figure for unrealized gains 
and 100% of the figure for unrealized losses. 

 2  When Tokyo Life published its results for the first half of fiscal 2000, it gave ?? as 
the figure for its real net assets, but later changed this to ??. 

 3  The fact that Daido Life's figure for unrealized gains & losses on equities is zero is 
the result of market value accounting. Its solvency margin includes 90% of 
unrealized gains of ¥135.8 billion on listed equities. 

 4  If Daido Life did not use market value accounting, the figure for its real net assets 
would be ¥593.7 billion (¥40.3 billion more than the published figure). The figure of 
¥40.3 billion for deferred tax liabilities would be added to the figure for real net 
assets under "Capital," and the figure for "% of total assets" would increase from 
9.4% to 10.3%. 

 5  pp = percentage points. 
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[Reference] Components of Solvency Margin Ratio

Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned.

This figure is obtained by deducting the figure for total liabilities (less the figures 
for somereserves) from the total figure for assets valued at market (including 
securities and property). It shows what assets would be left if a company had to pay 
out all its liabilities to its policyholders.2

6. Highlights of the First Half of Fiscal 2000 

1) Restructuring of Japan's life insurance industry 

Since the autumn of 1999, a number of major foreign insurers, including Axa of 
France, have taken effective control of a number of Japanese life insurers and are 
making inroads into the Japanese insurance market. The two Japanese life insurers 
that failed in October 2000 (Chiyoda Life and Kyoei Life) are also undergoing 
restructuring at the initiative of the US insurers AIG and Prudential. As of the end of 
fiscal 1999, the total assets and income from insurance premiums of foreign insurers 
operating in Japan and those Japanese companies that have formed alliances with 
them (i.e., Kyoei Life, Chiyoda Life, Nichidan Life, Aetna Heiwa Life, and Aoba 
Life) were (as a share of the domestic market) 10.9% and 12.5%, respectively. 

2     Even if an insurance company's balance sheet shows that it has a net surplus of assets, 
the authorities may still order it to stop trading if unrealized losses mean that its real net 
assets are in deficit. 

insurance risk 2 risk of expected rate of return investment risk 2 management risk  ×1 2

risk of hospitalization because of illness other risks
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In response, other Japanese life insurers have started to form alliances with 
Japanese non-life insurers in order to put their businesses on a sounder footing. They 
clearly believe that partnerships are a more effective way of expanding their 
businesses, competing in an increasingly price-competitive market and meeting the 
challenge of a deregulated "third-sector insurance" (i.e., areas such as healthcare and 
disability insurance) than attempting to become full-service insurance companies on 
their own. 

2) Growth in consulting sales 

The foreign insurers would like to adopt consulting sales and establish it as the 
standard way of winning new insurance business in the Japanese market. Sony and 
Prudential both have teams of salesmen using this approach, and both companies have 
succeeded in boosting their new insurance sales and income from insurance premiums. 

In the first half of fiscal 2000, Sony saw individual insurance and annuity 
insurance in force rise by 14.7% and new insurance sales by 27.5%. The company 
owes its success to its brand name and its AA- rating. Prudential has also been 
enjoying strong growth, with insurance in force up 14.1%. 

3) Adoption of market value accounting 

(1) Disclosure of securities according to the purpose for which they are held 

April 2000 saw the start of market value accounting for financial products in Japan, 
and in fiscal 2001 this will have to be applied to all securities portfolios. For the first 
half of fiscal 2000, Japanese life insurers disclosed details of their securities holdings 
(classified according to the purpose for which they were held) "for information 
purposes" (Table 11). 

However, the classification they used is only provisional. Life insurers must set 
aside reserves from their premium income to cover the cost of future liabilities to 
policyholders. These reserves are entered as liabilities in their balance sheets. Such 
liabilities have a duration of 20-30 years, and Japanese life insurers do not value them 
at market. They have therefore been allowed to treat those bonds held as either 
"investments to be held until maturity" or "other securities" as part of these reserves 
and match them with liabilities of a similar duration. 
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Table 11  Composition of Securities Holdings 

Note:   Such data have only been disclosed since the first half of fiscal 2000. 
Source:  NRI, from news releases of the companies concerned. 

Japanese life insurers have until fiscal 2001 to classify their securities holdings 
according to the purpose for which they are held. This means that the classification of 
securities (as "investments to be held until maturity" or "other securities") adopted for 
the first half of fiscal 2000 is likely to be revised. The figures for Japanese life 
insurers' securities holdings are therefore likely to undergo considerable revision 
before the end of fiscal 2001, depending on the purpose for which they are held. 

It remains to be seen how each life insurer will eventually classify its securities. 
For example, classifying bonds as "other securities" would mean that any unrealized 
losses incurred on them as a result of rising interest rates would have to be entered in 
the capital account, thereby affecting the company's capital. The companies will 
probably therefore take their time in deciding how to classify their bond holdings. 

(2) The approach of Daido Life and Taiyo Life to market value accounting 

Daido Life and Taiyo Life, which formed an alliance in January 1999, have 
adopted thorough disclosure procedures with a view to demutualizing and floating on 
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the stock exchange in 2002. For example, unlike other life insurers, they have already 
adopted market value accounting for "other securities." 

In Daido Life's case, valuation gains on "other securities" come to ¥111.6 billion if 
the figure for money held in trust is added. Instead of treating this figure as unrealized 
gains on securities, the company has entered it on its balance sheet. This means that, if 
the figure for its unrealized gains on securities was calculated in the same way as that 
of life insurers that do not value these securities at market, it would be ¥225.6 billion 
rather than the figure of ¥114.0 billion (which only includes bonds classified as 
"investments to be held until maturity") in Table 8. 

Similarly, calculating Daido Life's real net assets on the same basis as other life 
insurers would boost the published figure in Table 10 by ¥40.3 billion to ¥593.7 
billion—10.3% of total assets rather than 9.4%. With market value accounting, the 
valuation gain of ¥111.6 billion is entered under both "Assets" and "Liabilities & 
Capital." However, only ¥71.3 billion of this is entered under "Capital" (as "valuation 
gains on other securities"), while the remaining ¥40.3 billion (¥111.6 billion × 36.1%) 
is deducted as corporate income tax.3

7. Conclusion 

In the first half of fiscal 2000, there was a slight increase in new insurance sales; 
the rate of cancellations stopped increasing; and there was a sharp decline in insurance 
claims and other payments. Although conditions remain tough, there has been a slight 
improvement in insurance sales. 

However, the average assumed interest rate of the 12 companies is still 3.5%-4.0%, 
and there is little prospect of any rapid improvement in investment returns. Although 
life insurers in the past were able to use gains from the disposal of equity holdings, 
the weakness of the stock market has now made this difficult. Nor can it be ignored 
that, by increasing their holdings of long-term bonds since the mid-1990s, Japanese 
life insurers have also increased their interest-rate sensitivity. 

They now need to rearrange their portfolios to make them less sensitive to the risks of 
rising interest rates and falling share prices. This will entail reducing their holdings of 
equities held mainly to cement corporate relations and adopting a more flexible 
approach to equity investment while trying to reduce the duration of investments 
acquired with new money. At the same time, they will have to develop and sell new 
products (such as group insurance policies that can be renewed annually). 

3     The effective rate of corporate income tax is 36.1%. 


